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Abstract. Dynamic data-driven Digital Twins (DDTs) can enable in-
formed decision-making and provide an optimisation platform for the un-
derlying system. By leveraging principles of Dynamic Data-Driven Appli-
cations Systems (DDDAS), DDTs can formulate computational modal-
ities for feedback loops, model updates and decision-making, including
autonomous ones. However, understanding autonomous decision-making
often requires technical and domain-specific knowledge. This paper ex-
plores using large language models (LLMs) to provide an explainability
platform for DDTs, generating natural language explanations of the sys-
tem’s decision-making by leveraging domain-specific knowledge bases. A
case study from smart agriculture is presented.

Keywords: DDDAS · Explainability · Dynamic Digital Twins · LLM ·
Retrieval Augmented Generation · Smart Agriculture.

1 Introduction

Dynamic data-driven Digital Twins (DDTs) utilise a DDDAS-based info-symbiotic
feedback loop between a physical system and its virtual counterpart, whereby
real-time data from the physical system are utilised to improve the system model,
reconfigure the instrumentation pipeline, and optimise the underlying system.
Due to the complexity and interdisciplinary nature of DDDAS, understanding
the reasoning behind decisions requires vast technical and domain-specific knowl-
edge. Furthermore, decisions are often represented by formats containing sensor
readings and measurements that are hard for humans to parse. These challenges
are exacerbated in the context of intelligent DDTs for intelligent systems, where
DDTs can utilise their cognitive capabilities to make decisions autonomously [20].
In this context, explainability becomes a critical property, allowing end-users to
understand and, thus, trust the autonomous decisions of the DDT.
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In [21], we examined the concept and challenges of explainability in DDDAS/
DDT systems, identifying areas and stages in the analytics cycle that lend them-
selves to explainability. The aim of this paper is to extend that work by ex-
amining the role and utilisation of generative pre-trained large language mod-
els (LLMs) as a mechanism to support explainability. LLMs now possess the
ability to mimic human-generated text with impressive accuracy, while through
Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG) [11], LLMs can utilise knowledge bases
(technical documents, scientific papers, computer code, etc.) when generating
text. In the context of DDT explainability, RAG is the key feature, allowing
LLMs to possess the required domain-specific knowledge to parse and sufficiently
explain the decisions of the DDT. The contributions of the paper are the fol-
lowing: (a) An elaboration of different roles of LLM in supporting explainability
in DDTs; (b) A novel reference architecture for LLM-enabled explainability for
decisions in DDTs; (c) A proof-of-concept demonstration in a smart agriculture
drone surveillance example for using LLM for explaining what-if simulation-
based decisions.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the related
work in the explainable DDDAS/DDTs literature. Section 3 introduces the pro-
posed explainable DDT architecture. Section 4 presents an illustrative example
of the proposed architecture in smart agriculture, including current limitations
and possible future work. Finally, section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

Preliminary research has discussed explainability in DDTs. Intuitively, a system
is interpretable if it uses a white box model based on physical or mechanical
principles [15]. When black box models are needed, Explainable Artificial Intel-
ligence (XAI) techniques are preferred [21]. Some XAI-empowered Digital Twins
(DTs) focus on explaining the predictions, such as time-series forecast [13], reli-
ability of prediction and model retraining [2]. Some others relate to explaining
the autonomous behaviours of DDT, such as dynamically selecting a model from
a model library to estimate structural health [10]. Architectural efforts to en-
hance DT explainability include a three-tiered pipeline from [13] for explaining
DT predictions and a self-explainability framework in [12] where the explanation
model is derived from formal system specifications. Explanation during design
also enhances understanding among modellers and stakeholders [16]. Despite
the work in enriching DTs with explainability, the focus on explainable decisions
autonomously made by the DDT is still at the preliminary stage [21,10,12].

LLMs are increasingly augmenting scientific simulations, offering potential in
elucidating model structures, summarising simulation outputs, enhancing plat-
form accessibility, and interpreting errors [8]. An individual LLM agent can un-
derstand and act on human natural language-based instructions to perform re-
mote simulations [4]. Extending this, multiple LLM agents are being explored for
advanced tasks, including simulating human behaviours [18] and participating in
complex processes like perception, planning, and decision-making [14]. Despite
general explorations into LLM explainability [22], the specific roles of LLMs in
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Fig. 1: LLM enabled explainability in a DDT system.

explaining DDDAS/DDTs require further clarification. Rather than using LLM
for decision-making, this paper adopts LLMs as an intermediate layer between
the DDT and humans for organic integration between trustworthy simulation
analysis techniques and LLM explanations.

3 A Reference Architecture

In [21] we presented a reference architecture that illustrated the explainability
requirements in DDTs. Based on that architecture, Fig. 1 illustrates the poten-
tial role of LLM in supporting explainable decisions in DDT. The architecture
considers LLM’s role in supporting explainability in different dimensions: who
makes decisions, how the decisions are explained, and how humans are involved.
In [21] three types of explainable decisions were identified, leveraging the classi-
cal DDDAS architecture [3]: the explanation for measurement adaptation, model
adaptation, and system behaviour adaptation. It can be argued that LLM can
further support these three types by enhancing the understandability and the
ease of human-system interaction and value alignment.

3.1 Roles of LLM for Explainability
LLM acts as a bridge between offline design and real-time data, employing spe-
cialised domain-related knowledge. It offers customisable explanations for di-
verse stakeholders through fine-tuning, ensuring reliable performance. For DDT
in particular, the role of LLM varies depending on who the decision maker is.
This paper considers the following four scenarios:

DDDAS/DDT makes decisions: LLM should serve as an external inter-
preter outside of the DDT to interact with the users by elucidating the decision-
making process, inputs, and decisions, without intruding on the DDT’s oper-
ations. It achieves this by analysing the DDT system’s design documentation,
inputs, and operational logs.

Human makes decisions: Human stakeholders require comprehensive in-
formation to make informed decisions, yet their understanding of DDT can vary
significantly. They need to understand the state space, control space, objective
space, and the mapping between them, enabled by techniques such as what-if
analysis. LLMs, in this case, must not only interpret the DDT’s behaviour but
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also facilitate a two-way dialogue between humans and the DDT. The LLM
should: 1) clarify the current system state to humans, 2) translate human nat-
ural language-based instructions into machine-readable commands for the DDT
to perform simulation analyses, 3) communicate and explain the results of these
simulations, 4) convey human decisions back to the DDT, potentially suggesting
alternative decisions.

LLM makes decisions: A planner LLM operates as a black box, requiring
transparent explanations of its decision-making. It monitors the system, creates
prompts for itself, and devises plans. To enhance transparency and decision ac-
curacy, Chain-of-Thought prompting can be employed to articulate the decision
rationale step-by-step [17]. Yet, the LLM’s generative and probabilistic nature
can make trusting its explanations difficult, referred to as hallucination [9].

Collaborative decision-making: Integrating the three aforementioned sce-
narios, a collaborative framework can be established, involving DDDAS, LLMs,
and humans. Each entity can take on different decision-making responsibilities
and provide feedback to enhance collective decision quality. While DDDAS may
face constraints leading to sub-optimal decisions, LLMs can offer reassessments
and recommend human interventions. Similarly, LLMs can critique and refine
human decisions, offering insights into potential enhancements.

The rest of the paper specifically investigates one specific scenario above
where the DDT is the decision-maker, with the LLM explaining the DDT’s
decisions on system behaviour adaptation to optimise task-related goals.

4 An Illustrative Example: Drone Fleet in Smart Farming
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Fig. 2: The DDDAS loop of the DDT in the smart farming application scenario.

Smart farming applications can be assisted by aerial monitoring using drones
and remote sensing to detect problems assessing crop health through vegetation
indices such as NDVI [19]. Nevertheless, these drone-based systems are often
time-intensive, leading to challenges in sensing and model updates for achieving
efficient sensing and prompt updates to models, further constrained by factors
such as energy consumption and weather. Given that the system’s status changes
in real-time, continuous model updates are necessary. A DDT-based approach
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can dynamically adjust drones’ sensing behaviour enabling time and cost-efficient
updates. Previous papers have considered DDT-based approaches for smart agri-
culture [5,6,7,1]. This paper adopts a DDT-enabled smart farming application
to showcase the benefits of integrating LLMs and DDDAS in a multi-resolution
application made of a drone fleet or alliance. In this case, two types are pro-
posed: Survey and Inspection drones. The former facilitates a quick scan at high
altitudes but with low resolution, mainly used to identify Regions Of Interest
(ROIs). The latter performs a focused exploration of these ROIs. DDT, in this
scenario, enables dynamic drone planning designed to enhance efficiency in the
overall system’s operations. The full workflow is shown in Fig. 2.

4.1 Modelling

Algorithm 1: The planning workflow
A new image is received from the survey drone;
Calculate its confidence;
if confidence < Tα then

R← [ ];
/* Assign an inspection drone to examine it */
for d in all inspection drones do

∆t, battery ← Simulate(d);
if battery > Tb then

R.append(∆t);
end

end
do ← rank all options in R and get the drone with the minimum time ∆t;
Send instructions to do;

end

Farm model: The farm can be envisioned as a grid of tiles of the same size.
The model of the farm provides the healthiness of each tile, built by images with
NDVI taken by the drone alliance in real-time. Farmers or automated equipment
will use this information to apply the exact amount of nutrients or water.

Due to the information loss in the lower-resolution images taken by the survey
drone, a confidence indicator αi of a tile i is introduced to decide whether there is
a need to let inspection drones examine carefully. An intuitive idea is to measure
the confidence that the crops in the tile are healthy or unhealthy. The confidence
is low if it is difficult to tell whether the tile is definitely Good or Bad.

αi = |µGood(V̄i)− µBad(V̄i)| and V̄i =
1

N

N∑
j

VNDV I,j (1)

where V̄i ∈ [−1, 1] is the average NDVI of all pixels of the tile i; µ is a fuzzy
membership function shown below to define the degree that the health condition
of the crop is Good or Bad (a1, b1, a2, b2 ∈ [−1, 1] are parameters to define the
boundary of the membership).

µGood(x) =


0 x < a1
a1−x
a1−b1

a1 ≤ x ≤ b1

1 x > b1

, µBad(x) =


1 x < a2
a2−x
a2−b2

a2 ≤ x ≤ b2

0 x > b2

(2)
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Drone model: The drone model considers the flying time and energy con-
sumption. If a drone is busy inspecting a tile and receives an instruction to in-
spect another at s unit distance away, the drone will finish the current task first
(which will take trem time unit), fly to the new tile with speed v (tdisp = s/v),
and inspect it (tinsp). Therefore, the total time for inspecting a new tile is:
∆t = trem + tdisp + tinsp.

Planning model: The re-planning of drones is based on the status of all drones
and tiles. A tile requires further inspection if its confidence αi is less than a
threshold Tα. What-if analysis is conducted to simulate the options to send which
inspection drone. Only drones with enough predicted battery life (larger than
Tb) to finish the task are considered candidate options. All candidate options
are then sorted by the total time, and the option with the minimum time ∆t is
selected. The detailed workflow is shown in Algorithm 1.

4.2 LLM-Enabled Explainability

Scenario 1:

DDDAS Analysis results: 
Survey drone detected a potential tile to be inspected at location: 
-2.3983454, -80.2320386. 
Battery threshold T_b: 15
Inspection drones states. Selected drone ID: 1
ID: 1, Busy, t_rem (min): 8.0, Δt: 38.50, predicted battery: 50.0
ID: 2, Busy, t_rem (min): 5.0, Δt: 25.29, predicted battery: 10.0
ID: 3, Ready, t_rem (min): 0.0, Δt: 55.55, predicted battery: 90.0

Prompt:  Explain why this drone is selected, and why others are not 
selected. Use no more than 70 words.

LLM Answer:  The drone is selected based on the minimum total 
time Δt and battery threshold T_b. Drone 1 has a Δt of 38.50, which 
is less than Drone 3's 55.55, and its battery after the mission will be 
50, above the threshold T_b of 15. Drone 2, while having a lower Δt 
of 25.29, will have a battery of 10, below the threshold. Hence, 
Drone 1 is selected. 

Scenario 2:

DDDAS Analysis results: 
Survey drone detected a potential tile to be inspected at location: 
-2.3968195, -80.2314097.
Battery threshold T_b: 15 
Inspection drones states. Selected drone ID: 3
ID: 1, Ready, t_rem (min): 0.0, Δt: 44.94,  predicted battery: 60.0
ID: 2, Busy, t_rem (min): 2.0, Δt: 47.11,  predicted battery: 60.0
ID: 3, Busy, t_rem (min): 8.0, Δt: 21.61,  predicted battery: 73.0

Prompt 1:  Explain why I don't see any drone going to the new tile 
now? Will any drone go there? Use no more than 50 words.
LLM Answer 1:  No drone is going to the new tile now because the 
final decision selected drone 3, which is currently busy. Drone 3 will 
go there after finishing its current task and the predicted time to 
reach and inspect the new tile is 21.61 time units.

Prompt 2:  Explain why the drone is selected, and why others are 
not selected. Use no more than 50 words.
LLM Answer 2: The drone is selected based on the minimum total 
time Δt and sufficient battery life above threshold T_b. Drone 3 has 
the lowest Δt of 21.61 and battery after prediction is 73, above T_b of 
15. Other drones have higher Δt or are busy. 

Text
Text

Fig. 3: DDDAS/DDT decision-making and LLM’s explanation with RAG.

The complexity of the drone system’s dynamic planning, as outlined in Al-
gorithm 1, can lead to seemingly counter-intuitive actions, necessitating clear
explanations for farm operators. LLMs, with their vast public data training, are
ideal for this but lack access to specific or local knowledge. Therefore, Retrieval
Augmented Generation (RAG) is used to integrate a custom knowledge base, en-
suring LLMs provide coherent and contextually relevant information [11]. This
study integrates RAG with existing LLM APIs and domain expertise through
tools like LangChain to optimise response quality.

To demonstrate the LLM’s explainability capabilities, we conducted exper-
iments1 using LangChain, OpenAI gpt-4-turbo-2024–04–09 model and em-
bedding model text-embedding-ada-002, providing the LLM with contextual
1 Code available at: https://github.com/explainable-digital-twins/RAG-DDDAS
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information and decisions made by the DDDAS loop of the DDT. Relevant
runtime information includes drones status, and structured DDDAS/DDT sim-
ulation results (in JSON) regarding time and battery to complete an emergent
task. The RAG knowledge base includes the content of this paper before this
section (as a .tex text file) and an additional description of the JSON results.
Two scenarios are considered in Fig 3. In Scenario 1 the DDT instructs a drone
(Drone 1) whose total predicted time ∆t is not the minimum among all drones,
because the minimum one (Drone 2) does not meet the battery requirement
of Tb. In Scenario 2, the DDT instructs a “busy” drone to finish its current
task first and then inspect a new tile because dispatching a new “ready” drone
(awaiting instructions) takes more time. Users can be confused why no drone was
immediately dispatched for this task. However, the LLM explains the reason.

This demonstration showcases a promising vision for LLM to enhance the
explainability of the system. However, the hallucination problem can be chal-
lenging as LLMs can generate irrelevant or wrong information [9]. For instance,
“Other drones have higher ∆t or are busy” appears in LLM Answer 2 of Fig.
3: Scenario 2, but whether the drone is busy is not considered in the planning
algorithm, which requires further tuning of the prompt and retrieval process.

5 Conclusion

This paper investigates the role of LLMs in enhancing explainability for Dynamic
data-driven Digital Twins (DDTs). Through a smart agriculture case study, we
have demonstrated with RAG how LLMs can provide natural language explana-
tions for autonomous decisions made by the DDT. Despite challenges, including
the risk of hallucination, the integration of LLMs with DDT holds significant
potential, paving the way for more trustworthy autonomous systems across do-
mains. More sophisticated scenarios should be evaluated. Future research should
also consider fine-tuning the LLM with domain datasets.
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tonomous Systems, Shenzhen, China.
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